1995 ktm 620

Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by Don W , Aug 18, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Don W ,
Aug 18, I'm looking for some feedback on this bike I'm thinking about buying. This is not a stock
machine rather a very reliable, custom, open-class desert dirt bike that is licensed for
dual-sport. The motor has been recently re-built by Rick Bozarth to factory specifications, and is
very fast. The entire suspension has just been serviced with all new bearings and seals in the
rear, WP shock charged and fresh fluids in the WP 48mm forks. It is ready to ride as long as you
can hang on! Complete records and receipts. KTMRyder , Aug 20, Sounds like a good bike, I
don't know if the price is reasonable or not. I don't belive the 95's were elcetric start so that
would be a deal killer for me. I am too short to kick those damn things, besides they are left
hand kick. I own a 97 with the electric start and really like it offroad. The Fist , Aug 21, I think I'm
in your boat I have a GS right now that I love, but, have been really wanting a lighter more
nimble dirt-capable bike That KTM sounds kick-ass Is the bike kick-start? I personally couldn't
handle a kick-start but I would have to weigh it against the rest of the bike-- which the bike you
described sounds incredible Show pics! Lemme know how things go Im really starting to get
interested in a smaller dual-purpose Renazco , Aug 21, I know kick starting can sound a little
intimidating but it's no big deal really. I may be selling mine pretty soon since I'm getting a I own
the exact same bike. I've taken this on some unbelievable technical trails pic posting to come.
Everyone told me it would be too heavy, hard to start, etc I'm actually going the opposite route
you are I really don't want to give up the KTM though even if I do get a GS - way too much fun
when you want to hit the open desert or some technical stuff. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
Make KTM. Model I bought this bike last year thought I would have time to ride it but my wife
has different plans for me. It's KTM cc board over. The bike is in excellent shape for its it age.
You dont see these bikes around anymore. Very fast and fun. PM me for my husbands phone.
New fork seals and service, Motul V fresh oil and filter change. Carbon fiber skid plate, Magura
handle bars, Magura Hydro clutch, Magura grips, Fresh fr and rr brake pads and bleed service.
Fresh tank decals and misc plastic. Large 4. Enduro Engineering hand guards, cargo rack.
Awesome Zombie escape vehicle! Title in hand,clean. This bike is a and is in mint condition.
You can get plates to ride it on the street legally. The bike needs nothing. Except someone that
wants to leave people on Drz or crf s in the dust. Now why am I selling it??? I'm not in need to
sell it. I just am considering getting a Harley. I purchased this bike last spring and haven't rode
it at all do just not having time. The bike also will include a Baja designs headlight, motocross
silver fender, center stand and a black extra gas tank. This bike has Brembo calipers, WP
suspension. The graphics are original and in great shape. He is a top KTM builder and knows
these engines top to bottom. He can be reached at or travis mcgoodies. Under 12k miles. Runs
flawlessly. BBS rims, stainless steel brake lines, super moto fairings will also include original
fairings , tank bag and original briefcase with manuals also included as well as meticulous
maintenance records for the whole life of the bike. Local serious inquiries only please. Number
of imported to the USA. Well-loved, well-maintained, well used. Electric start and kick start.
Bought in Daily commuter for 2 years. Has near-slicks on it for highway slabbing. Needs annual
tune-up, otherwise good to go. No other brand is represented in offroad sports with a history of
success that can even compare to that of KTM. The special edition Six Days models celebrate
this success with special performance upgrades and top-of-the-line components. Model XC-W.
The XC-W has clearly proven what it can do in many offroad competitions. The combination of
massive 2-stroke performance, unrivaled torque and a super agile chassis make it the first
choice when the going gets really difficult. There is no better power-to-weight ratio on the
market in a standard bike. The compact 2-stroke engine offers the strongest performance
money can currently buy. A perfectly tuned exhaust control ensures a manageable power
delivery, while the 6-speed gear box, specially geared for enduros, has always the right gear
ratio on offer. With its enhanced cylinder head and reed valve, the XC-W is better than ever.
Model SX SX. For one thing, it is a true torque wonder that stands by you at full power in every
speed range. For another thing, as a lightweight, it features the agility of a born winner. By the
way, in addition to the kickstarter, this bike now comes with a revolutionary electric starter! That
saves your strength in tough competition and your nerves in everyday riding, especially in
treacherous terrain. Model RXC. Model Xc Model EXC. Bayfield, CO. Carthagena, OH. Fort Rice,
ND. Memphis, TN. Olmos Park, TX. Cripple Creek, CO. Eau Gallie, FL. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Ktm Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev
1 2 3 4 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. Make KTM. Beautiful bike, runs perfect, new tires, full aftermarket exhaust, lots of extras
and all removed factory parts.. Text or call Model I bought this bike last year thought I would
have time to ride it but my wife has different plans for me. It's KTM cc board over. The bike is in
excellent shape for its it age. You dont see these bikes around anymore. Very fast and fun. PM

me for my husbands phone. Model SX-F. Model Adventure R. This is the "non plus ultra" for
sporty offroad traveling. Alpine gravel passes, desert pistes mixed with dunes, bad roads at the
end of the world - This is the perfect bike. MSC enhances the existing package consisting of
lean-sensitive traction control and ABS featuring a combined braking function with a world first:
the first ever lean-sensitive cornering ABS. Together with its sister model, the Adventure R has
been turned into what is currently the world's safest motorcycle - yet still with undiluted riding
pleasure. Hence, the Adventure R is aimed at all those who take the term "adventure" even more
literally. The Adventure R is without doubt the twin-cylinder enduro with the greatest offroad
ability. Full stop. Model SX 85SX. Back injury at work prevented riding shortly after purchase.
Barely used. Clutch was switched to bark and carburetor kenin jetted for desert with the help of
KTM West. Current green sticker. Owned by veteran rider. This one could roll off of the
showroom floor. A pure joy to ride. Model RXC. Its secret? Precise handling and arm-stretching
grunt. Winners - line up here. I bought it new in It is in very good shape and well maintained. I
have it set up for woods riding Bark Busters, kickstands, front and rear disk guards, 13 tooth
front sprocket, radiator fan, skid plate. Recent upgrades include, valves shimmed, new sprocket
and chain, new handlebars, new Shorai Lithium-Ion Battery, and new fork seals by FRC. I have
the title in hand. This bike has never seen a motorcross track. Model EXC. Runs beautiful. I
bought it for my son to ride trails with me, but he prefers MX and switched to a 4 stroke MX bike.
I've have had it for about 4 years. When I bought it, it looked to have very few hours on it, ie no
wear on the footpegs, original tires with tons of tread, plastics looked spotless. We have put
about 20 to 25 hours on it. Olins rear shock OEM. Brembo Brakes front and rear OEM. Chain not
worn, but O-rings shot. Model SX. This is a very clean and all original older ktm 2 stroke dirt
bike. The carb was recently cleaned and rebuilt , new front and rear tires and tubes , new front
and rear sprockets , new air filter , new bark busters , new chain. This bike is extremely low hour
and very fast. If there is any further question or concerns please contact me. Thanks Rob Hi,
today we have a really nice and super fast KTM 4 stroke dirt bike. This bike was rebuilt last year.
Starts on first or 2nd kick, shifts smooth with plenty of power! Has a nice headlight for when
your riding them night time trails. Bike has a decompression valve to help aid in starting this
beast! Also has a cruise control feature on the handle bars. Yes, I just said cruise control on a
dirt bike!! It works really well if you just want to ride the roads. Only thing this bike needs is a
front tire because the old one is dry rotted. Still holds air, doesn't leak down. But I do have a
brand new front tire for it that's included in the sale. This is a great bike, and priced to sell.
Thanks, Shawn. You are looking at a KTM MXC this is a very clean bike for the year all original
low hour bike starts right up with no problems shifts through all its gears has a good clutch and
all good suspension no leaks rims are nice and straight with no dings or cracks new tires new
grips please see the bottom of the page for a video of the bike running. Bike has an Arizona
title. International and out of state buyers are welcomed you will need to arrange all shipping for
the bike it will need to be paid in full before you pick it up if you plan on paying through pay pal
that's fine but you will need to cover pay pal fees. Thousand Oaks, CA. Alamo Heights, TX.
Fairbury, IL. Eaton, NH. Ravenscroft, TN. South Kingstown, RI. Brooksville, FL. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Ktm. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Engine Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. KTM Duke.
Steer clear. Move on before it's too late. Turn the page. Nothing good can come of it. This bike
is cc worth of stonkin' Single that lives for three things and three things only: 1 wheelies, 2
stoppies and 3 rorty romps through the gearbox. It's a direct descendent of the hybrid racebikes
used in the early-'80s made-for-TV "Superbikers" shows. Run on a half-dirt, half-asphalt course,
these were mainly big-bore two-stroke motocrossers with shortened suspensions, roadracing
front brakes and tlat-track tires. Several years after the show went off the air, Superbikers racing
was rediscovered by the Europeans-in particular the French, apparently unsatiated by old Jerry
Lewis movies and "Baywatch" renins, and casting about for another American art form to adopt.
When the European show circuit rolled around in , there on the KTM Sportmotorcycle AG stand,
among the MXers and the enduros, was a curious-looking concept bike with supermotard
styling. Reaction from the press and public was so strong that KTM put the bike on the books
for ; now a limited number of Dukes have been brought to the U. Not much has changed from
that concept bike. The Duke's chassis is based heavily on the company's off-road frame,
gussied up with a polished aluminum swingarm. The fuel tank is the same 3-gal-lon vessel used
on the dirtbikes, molded in black plastic this time. Sheathing the sides of the tank and sweeping
forward around the twin radiators are plastic shrouds finished in a very tasty gray-on-black
checkerboard pattern meant to resemble carbon-fiber. Sidepanels and rear lender were also
pulled from the dirtbike molds, set off by dark metallic-gray paint and more faux-fiber. Leading
this assemblage down the road is the Duke's most radical derivation from its dirtbike roots. The

Dutch-made 40mm WP Roma fork is roadrace-quality stuff, mated to a similarly serious Brembo
four-piston caliper. The latter, plumbed with a plastic-wrapped steel line, is capable of brutally
severe stoppage-witness coverboy D. Canet standing the Duke on its nose like a trained circus
seal. The speedo and tach faces are particularly touchy-feely, with numbers done in a lilting,
script type-style. Also, the tach doesn't read in anything as clinical as rpm; it records "beats per
minute. Akront supplies the Duke's jaunty wire-spoked rims, inchers, wide enough-at 3.
Spooned onto these are limited-production Pirelli MT60 radials that, true to the supermotard
theme, resemble dirt-track tires. These proved surprisingly grippy, the downside being
accelerated wear, especially at the rear, and the fact that the MTs will most likely need to be
special-ordered come replacement time. The end result of all this cross-bred styling is a
motorcycle with an undeniable flair-part dirt-slinger, part roadster, with a touch of Bat-bike
thrown in for good measure, all put together with a level of fit-and-finish that rivals anything
being built today. That degree of refinement does not, however, extend to the Duke's engine. It
was built for enduro and motocross competition, so it's fairly uncivilized for a street motor,
which gives the bike a certain hooligan charm, but doesn't make it very suitable for
around-town plonking or steady-state highway cruising. The Duke is happiest when it's pulling
hard through its slick-shifting five-speed gearbox, revs zinging between and rpm redline is ,
cutting loose with the splendid sound that only a lightly muffled, high-. Fair enough; KTM makes
no pretense that the Duke is anything other than "an unashamed street fighter In KTM's view,
electric start has no place on such a he-man's machine, so the Duke has to be kicked to life. The
good news is that the LC4 motor is one of the easiest-starting big-bore Singles ever. Retract the
sidestand, making sure the double-spring-loaded apparatus-mandated by some well-meaning
Euro-crat, no doubt-doesn't thwack you in the shin and draw blood. Swing the left-side kick
lever out. Then, standing off to the side of the bike, kick with your right boot. Aided by an
automatic compression release, the engine will almost always light off on the first or second
kick-unless, of course, friends and family have gathered 'round to admire your vaunted
kick-starting prowess, in which case all hope is lost A derivative of the old Lectron carb, this
uses a flat slide and a single needle-no jets. Officials of both companies admit that the Qwik
Silver underwent-let's be kind here-an accelerated development program for use on the KTM. As
such, the Duke's carburetion was less than ideal, with a hiccup or two in the powerband and the
occasional dreaded flame-out at stoplights. Apparently, the hot tip is to fit a 40mm Qwik Silver,
but don't let the California Air Resources Board know where ya heard that. Other than the carb
niggles, the Duke worked as anticipated, sling-shotting around corners and annihilating apexes
the way any all-up fully gassed poun
ford e350 repair manual free download
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d street-tracker with near-limitless Ground Clearance should. If the KTM pays any penalties for
its dirtbike upbringing, it's in a relatively high center of gravity; two byproducts of this being a
seat height of 35 inches and a slight reluctance to be slammed hard-left, hard-right or vice versa
during on-the-limit cornering. It's a motorcycle for people who understand the allure of a
performance Single, who like to be different, who want a bike with balls. And if you hurry, there
might just be a few left that are unspoken for. Source Cycle World Home Manufacturer Contact.
Make Model. F our stroke, single cylinder, SOHC, 4 valves. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio.
Co oling System. Liquid cooled. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension. White
Power Top Adjuster. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes.
Rear Brakes. Front Wheel. Rear Wheel. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Fuel
Capacity. Fuel Reserve. Consumption Average. Top Speed.

